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STEIN  
Kremstal DAC  
Riesling 2019 

Schieferterrassen 
 
 
Origin & Vinification  
The terroir of Stein is a fertile soil for Riesling. Only the best selection of the 
terraced slopes behind the old town of Steiner is processed for this Riesling. 
The Ried Gaisberg, the Ried Kögl, and the Ried Schreck have emerged as 
particularly noble. 
 
The mix of the Steiner weathered rocks makes up the minerality of this wine. 
Mica, slate amphibolite, paragneiss and Gföhler gneiss are rich in minerals. 
Riesling copes particularly well with the humus-poor soils and has the 
enormous strength to root through this nutrient-rich rock. 
 
Climatic is particularly influenced by the Danube Valley and its air masses. The 
terraced slopes receive a lot of sunlight and the stony ground gives the vines 
a lot of warmth. 
 
Grapes were harvested by hand in September 2019. After the destemming, 
the berries were mashed and then gently pressed. After fermentation in the 
stainless steel tank, the wine was stored on the lees until it was filled in April 
2020. 
 
Wine description  
Riesling Stein is highly elegant and needs time on air to develop its 
characteristics. It is a wine with an excellent aura and an outstanding Terroir-
wine with clear schist aromas. 
 
Analytical data  
Alcohol: 13,5 % 
Acidity: 6,2 g/l 
Residual sugar: 4,4 g/l 
 
Aging potential  
You can drink this wine within the first three years, but you can also store it 
for 20 years. 

 
Serving temperature:   
10 – 12°C 
 
Food pairing recommendation 
Fried, chicken, Sushi, Chinese food, Indian food, Japanese food 
 
 
Weingut Stadt Krems: 
With over 550 years of history, Weingut Stadt Krems is one  
of the oldest wine-producers in Austria, and even of Europe. 
Since July 2003 Weingut Stadt Krems is managed by a young, innovative 
team directed by Fritz Miesbauer.  
The signature grape varieties of Weingut Stadt Krems are Riesling and 
Grüner Veltliner (over 90 %). 
Weingut Stadt Krems cultivates 42 hectares of vineyards of its own property, 
which are exclusively on the best terraced crus of the city of Krems. 

 

 

 

EAN bottle: 9004496201171 
EAN case: 9004496301185 
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